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Insight
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The city center around 1937. The prosperity
of the ceramics industry is clearly visible in
the entire city covered with a black smoke
from the stacks of the coal kilns, whose use
spread at the beginning of the Showa
period (1926-1989).

In the modern times, following the use of coal kilns in Seto, the city
was covered by a sea of stacks and a black smoke that colored
even the sparrows black. The water of the Seto River clouded with
clay was seen as evidence of the prosperity of the ceramics
industry of Seto. During this period, with the division of labor, the
ceramics industry of Seto consisted of a variety of workers, such as
wheel turners, painters, and ﬁrers, but also
, who were
people in charge of odd jobs. Lots of people were coming to Seto
looking for a job. The phrase If you don t go to Seto, where would
you go? , which means if you go to Seto you will certainly ﬁnd a
way to earn your living , comes from that period where Seto was
ﬂourishing and full of life.

Seto, the pottery capital with more than 1000 years of history
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Shopping Street

The Suehiro-cho shopping
street at the beginning of the
Showa period (1926-1989). At
that time, there was no arcade
as we can see today.
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View of the area located
approximately 200 meters to the
east of the current Miyamae parking
lot. In 1935, lots of ceramists were
working there, as we can see from
the stacks of the coal kilns. This area
is now a residential district.
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After the opening of the Seto Automatic Railway (currently the Meitetsu Seto Line) in 1905, not only the ceramic industry but also
commercial and ﬁnancial activities developed around the place that is now the Owari Seto Station. The activities were ﬂourishing
on the north bank of the Seto River (now the Kitashingai area) with lots of pottersʼ houses and ceramics wholesalers, as well as a
commercial street in front of the Fukagawa Shrine. Even now, it is still possible to feel the prosperity of that period by visiting the
Kitashingai area where shops, residences and workshops of important potters, merchants and wholesalers still remain.
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The city center around 1931.
The same building was used for
the station from the Taisho
period (1912-1926) up to 2001.
Part of that building has been
restored and is shown in the
SETO-GURA Museum.

● Approx. 15 min. from Seto-Shinano

From Kozoji or Okazaki, use Aichi Loop Railway, get oﬀ
at Setoshi Station, and then take the Meitetsu Seto Line.

To Osaka
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● Approx. 10 min. from Seto-Akazu

Owari Seto
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The vicinity of Kurasho-cho in 1938. On
the right side of the picture, we can see
the old City Hall, on the right of which
the former Seto Ceramics Museum was
constructed. This museum has now been
replaced by the exhibition building of
the Seto Ceramics and Glass Art Center.
SETO-GURA is there now.

7 Vicinity of Ebisu Bridge

Seto City in Aichi Prefecture is located at approximately 20 km to the north east of Nagoya.
Surrounded by hills of 100 to 300 meters high, the city enjoys a warm climate.
Thanks to the rich and high-quality clay material available in the region, the ceramics
produced in the city have become well-known not only in Japan, but also internationally under
the name Setomono . Seto could prosper as the city of pottery because the ﬁrst potters were
open-minded and succeeded in assimilating new techniques and cultural elements.
The history, traditions, and culture inherited from these ﬁrst craftspeople, as well as the rich
nature of the region, can still be seen clearly in Seto.
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「If you don t go to Seto,
where would you go?」
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Front of the Fukagawa Shrine at
the beginning of the Showa
period (1926-1989). Since the day
after the pottersʼ payday was a
holiday, the main entertainment
area of Seto at that time, located
around the street leading to the
shrine, was full of people.

A street corner in Fukagawa, on
the west side of the street
leading to the Fukagawa Shrine.
We can see the Fukugawakan
movie theater at the back of the
street at the center of the
picture.

